MICROSOFT CERTIFICATION PATH COMPETENCY AREAS

**Mobility: IT Pro**
Aptitude in managing the multi-device realities of today’s business

**Core Infrastructure: IT Pro & Developer**
Excellence in workload administration and engineering

**Productivity: IT Pro**
Expertise in deploying Microsoft Office cloud and hybrid solutions to enterprise customers

**Data management & analytics: IT Pro & Developer**
Proficiency in database administration and infrastructure

**App Builder: Developer**
Expertise in app development and quality assurance

**Business Applications: IT Pro & Developer**
Skills in Microsoft Dynamics Business Applications Software
Complete one of the MCSAs in the associated path and pass one exam from the elective exam pool to earn your MCSE or MCSD certification.
MOBILITY PATH
(Retires 4/30/19)

MOBILITY

698: Installing and Configuring Windows 10 (Retires 3/31/19)

697: Configuring Windows Devices (Retires 4/30/19)

MCSA Windows 10 (Retires 4/30/19)

Elective

ELECTIVE EXAM POOL (CHOOSE ONE*)
- 695: Deploying Windows Desktops and Enterprise Applications (Retires 3/31/19)
- 703: Administering Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager and Cloud Services Integration

Updated to reflect retirements

*Complete the exams on a path in any order to receive the appropriate certification. Choose one elective to complete your MCSE, then choose a different elective next year to stay relevant and prove your expanded skills.
Complete the exams on a path in any order to receive the appropriate certification. Choose one elective to complete your MCSE, then choose a different elective next year or retake a previously taken cloud-based exam to stay relevant and prove your expanded skills.
Complete the exams on a path in any order to receive the appropriate certification. Choose one elective to complete your MCSE, then choose a different elective next year to stay relevant and prove your expanded skills.
edata MANAGEMENT & ANALYTICS PATH

Complete the exams on a path in any order to receive the appropriate certification. Choose one elective to complete your MCSE, then choose a different elective next year or retake a previously taken cloud-based exam to stay relevant and prove your expanded skills.
Complete the exams on a path in any order to receive the appropriate certification. Choose one elective to complete your MCSD, then choose a different elective next year to stay relevant and prove your expanded skills.
Updated to reflect REVISED retirement dates

*Complete the exams on a path in any order to receive the appropriate certification. Choose one elective to complete your MCSE, then choose a different elective next year to stay relevant and prove your expanded skills.